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Botanic and Rare Plant Fair 
with Growing Friends’ 
Spring Plant Sale

22 - 23 October 

The Art of Botanical 
Illustration Exhibition 

15 - 30 October

Kangaroo Paw Festival
23 - 26 November

Spring 2016  
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Front Cover: Anigozanthos manglesii. This 
is Western Australia’s floral emblem.  
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Gardens and Art
‘Every child is an artist. The 

problem is how to remain an 

artist once we grow up.’ – Pablo 

Picasso.

How often have you gone 

into a garden, looked around 

and thought, ‘that’s lovely, I 

wish that I could capture it’?

There is no doubt that the 

part of the garden that you 

are contemplating appears 

beautiful and it may provoke a 

powerful emotional response 

in you. You may even consider 

it a work of art in itself. Indeed, as Friends, we are probably the 

people that are most likely to look for artistry in the Garden and 

to be inspired by the Gardens and plants.

Most of us, however, do not consider ourselves to be artists. 

Many of us stopped making art as we grew up and left our 

childhood behind. We may go to galleries, we may buy artworks 

and we love to be exposed to art in its many varieties, but we 

hesitate to see ourselves as the producers of art. This season, 

however, might be the turning point for you!

Firstly, we have our marvellous biennial art show The Art of 

Botanical Illustration in October. This is a selective show and 

so the works you will see there have been chosen as the best 

of their kind, by those with the credentials to judge. In previous 

years we have focused on botanical illustration in its purest 

form – the depiction of the form and details of plant species 

at a level of accuracy that assists in their identification and 

record keeping. This year there is a subtitle: The Art of Botanical 

Illustration: A New Direction, and we are also encompassing a 

contemporary direction that is currently emerging in the world of 

botanical art. Do put this in your diary – October 15-30, bring a 

friend and be inspired to use those latent talents!

Secondly, we have wonderful artists who teach in our studio 

at the Melbourne Gardens. The studio is located out of sight 

of the general public in the Whirling Room, part of the heritage 

building that once housed the Great Melbourne Telescope (and 

will again one day in the not-too-distant future; but more of that 

another time). Most days of the week you will see art students 

there, with specimens on their tables, peering into magnifying 

lenses, intensely concentrating on the mark their pencils make, 

mixing watercolours with exacting precision, sitting back and 

considering their next brush stroke… and chatting and laughing 

with their fellow artists. Want to join them? Sign up!

Thirdly, if you already enjoy drawing or painting, are inspired 

by the Gardens, and would just like company, we have a great 

Art Group, the Whirlybirds, (have you guessed they meet at the 

studio?) who just get together to enjoy sharing their interest in 

all things plant, garden and art-inspired. Why don’t you consider 

joining?

And lastly, we are always trying to find new ways to connect 

people with the Gardens, and so there are some new ideas in 

the pipeline that will certainly stimulate your creative juices – 

think photography, landscape painting ….. 

Of course, if you are already an artist and wish to offer your 

talents to the Friends and run a class, a program, or an event, 

please contact the office to get in touch with our talented and 

capable Art Coordinator, Jan Rosenberg.

sally Hirst

Amanita xanthocephala - Vermilion Amanita painting by Kerriann Indorato

from the president
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celebrating the iconic Kangaroo Paw and 

its Relatives 
Hosted by the cranbourne Gardens and cranbourne Friends

A truly exciting month-long celebration of the iconic 

Kangaroo Paw at cranbourne Gardens is to be held 

in november this year. the Australian Garden will be 

transformed into a riot of colour, with an abundance of 

displays featuring this most distinctive of Australian plants. 

Throughout November the Visitor Centre Gallery will display 

an exhibition of art, basketry and fabrics featuring Kangaroo 

Paws. Some items will be available for sale.

The following activities are highlights in late November:

•	 Kangaroo Paw Picnic, 19 and 20 November in the Australian 

Garden will highlight special planting displays in containers 

and the garden; guided tours; self-guided trails; live music 

and various displays by sponsors and other organisations. 

•	 Visitors can vote for the ‘Best Kangaroo Paw’.

•	  A wide range of Kangaroo Paws grown by the Cranbourne 

Growing Friends will be available for sale. 

•	 The renowned Kangaroo Paw breeder and ABC Gardening 

Australia presenter Angus Stewart will be in attendance.

•	 The launch of the new Anigozanthos ‘Landscape Violet’ bred 

by Angus will occur on Saturday 19 November at 11 am with 

plants for purchase.

•	 Floral art demonstrations with Kangaroo Paws and other 

Australian plants will be held on Saturday afternoons and 

Sunday mornings.

Special Highlight: Three-Day Symposium, 24 – 26 November 

•	 Kangaroo Paws, Bloodroots, Cottonheads and more:  

Prof. Stephen Hopper (world authority on the 

Haemodoraceae family) and Angus Stewart will be  keynote 

speakers on all three days. This symposium covers the whole 

Kangaroo Paw family (Haemodoraceae). Other speakers will 

include Prof. Michael Simpson (San Diego State Univ. USA), 

Prof. Kingsley Dixon (Curtin Univ.), Digby Growns (Kings Park 

& Botanic Garden), Dr Brett Summerell (RBG Sydney), Ellen 

Hickman (Univ. of WA), Jim Fogarty, Bronwyn Ayre (Univ. 

of WA) Loretta Childs, John Arnott, Warren Worboys, Neil 

Marriott and others with special expertise.

•	 Day One: Thursday 24 November– Science & Botany; for those 

who want to gain a greater understanding of this intriguing plant 

family. Venue Domain House, Dallas Brooks Drive, Melbourne.

•	 Day Two: Friday 25 November – Cultivation, Design, Diseases, 

etcetera, especially suitable for people working in botanic 

gardens & parks, landscape design & contractors, nurseries. 

•	 Day Three: Saturday 26 November – for home gardeners, 

enthusiasts and anyone else. Venue – Cranbourne, days 2-3.

If you would like further information on activities and booking forms 

for the symposium contact: bookings@rbgfriendscranbourne.org.au

Left: The very 
rare Haemodorum 

distichophyllum is 
known only from 
a few locations in 
Tasmania. 

 
Photo: Plants of 
Tasmania Nursery.

Below: Anigozanthus 
‘Big Red’ in a massed 
planting in the 
Australian Garden.

Photo: Rodger Eliot

Annual General Meeting
The Melbourne Friends’ Annual General Meeting will be held 

on Monday 21 November at 6 pm with refreshments at 5.30 

pm, in Mueller Hall, National Herbarium.

Nominations for Council may be made by obtaining a 

form from the Friends’ Office. The President, Vice-President, 

Treasurer and three Council Members are retiring and are eligible 

for re-election. Council members are elected for two years.

Nomination forms are to be lodged with the Secretary at 

Gate Lodge by Friday 21 October, 2016.

Adnan Mansour, Honorary Secretary.

kangaroo paws
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Above: Crimson Spider orchid.         

Below: Ceanothus thyrsiflorus.         Photos  supplied by Tim Entwisle.

A cabaret of colour
While reading Richard 

Mabey’s enjoyable the 

cabaret of Plants, I was 

reminded that insects and 

birds see colours differently, 

and that plants have evolved 

to take advantage of this 

fact. In his chapter ‘on being 

pollinated’, Mabey tells us 

insects such as bees are 

attracted to blues, as well 

as shades of purple and 

ultraviolet. the next most 

attractive colour for day-time 

insects is yellow, the partner of blue in greens, he notes. no 

insect has been found with receptors for red, so all colours 

at that end of the spectrum appear black or dark grey.

A strongly perfumed red flower can still draw in the bugs, 

though. Insects combine scent and colour in locating a food 

source (for example, a flower) so might not mind the occasional 

smelly red flower. Terrestrial orchids mimicking female insects 

and emitting evocative pheromones attract tiny wasps even 

when fully red, such as Victoria’s Crimson Spider-orchid.

Birds can see red, and they seem to like it. They associate, 

rightly or wrongly, depending on the plant-animal relationship, 

a red flower with a sweet reward (nectar). That said they are 

also attracted to orange, yellow and white flowers. It’s been 

suggested, in fact, that it may be as much the absence of bees 

(which can’t see red) that attracts birds to red flowers as a 

particular desire for this colour.

Moths definitely favour white or light-coloured flowers, 

anything to make the bloom more easily seen at twilight or in 

moonlight. Bats don’t use sight as much, so the flowers that 

attract them can be blood-red and brown, just as long as they 

are big and hang the right way up (or down). 

While musing on all this, I was also reminded of a 

conversation in the tea-room at Royal Botanic Garden Sydney 

a few years ago about the preponderance of particular flower 

colours in alpine areas. My memory is hazy on the detail, but 

there was talk of strong winds blowing flying insects from the 

mountain tops and how this might favour plants with particular 

pollination strategies (for example, discouraging flowers that 

depend on insects with big flappy wings). 

Our Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria alpine expert, Neville 

Walsh, reminded me that in Victoria, at least, there are few 

red-flowering plants in the Victorian Alps (apart from Grevillea 

victoriae just below the treeline and a couple of others that might 

blush a little pinkishly). Nearly all the birds above the treeline are 

insect eaters, and there are plenty of insects for them to eat.

Elsewhere in the world there are similar patterns, with the 

number of red-flowering plants decreasing with a rise in altitude. 

It has been suggested that higher altitudes favour white or 

yellow, fly-pollinated flowers over blue-flowered bee-pollinated 

plants because there are more flies than bees on our mountain 

tops (there are certainly plenty of flies in alpine areas such as 

the Bogong High Plains, but that is more to do with grazing 

cattle than flower colour). However, a study in Norway found 

that, apart from the lack of red flowers, the colour mix as one 

from the  gardens
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climbs a mountain does not change significantly, and there is 

no transition from blues to whites (there are some subtleties in 

these results, relating to the colours that insects detect and we 

don’t, but the basic hypothesis was disproved, at least in that 

part of the world).

More broadly, evolution from insect to bird pollination is 

well-documented in the plant kingdom, through a variety of 

mechanisms – including colours, shape and size – and at a variety 

of times and places over the history of evolution. The simplest 

transition is where a small change in a chemical pathway – for 

example, the synthesis of anthocyanin, a water soluble pigment 

that can be red, purple or blue depending on the acidity – converts 

a flower from purple to red. This happened in the Morning Glory 

genus Ipomoea.

Individual flowers can change colour within a single 

blooming, again to attract or discourage a pollinator. A good 

example is the giant Victoria Lily, Victoria amazonica. Its flowers 

emerge white from below the water each night to attract evening 

insects, trapping them inside when the flower submerges in 

the morning. The second night the flower is flushed pink, an 

unappealing colour to insects and the bedraggled bugs fly 

away to pollinate another (white) flower.

I also recalled a more recent conversation, this time with 

botanists in a tea-room at Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria. It 

was about blue and yellow flowers, which as you now know, 

are most likely insect pollinated. What captured the curiosity 

of these botanists was that many plant families or genera 

include species that have either yellow or blue flowers, but not 

many other colours. Good examples are in the Rhamnaceae 

(Ceanothus with blue flowers, Pomaderris with yellow), Diuris 

and Iris (with yellow and blue flowered species).

Our geneticist, Liz James, said blue and yellow are ‘genetically 

very close’ so this switch is not surprising. Presumably a different 

cohort of insects then becomes potential pollinators, opening up a 

new niche for the plant to colonise. Interesting, but to complete my 

research I should visit the tea table of a zoological research group.

tim entwisle 

Director and chief executive

This is an edited version of a story posted on Tim’s blog (talkingplants.

blogspot.com) on 16 February 2016, and the kernel of a longer article 

on flower colour being prepared for the ABC’s Gardening Australia 

Magazine.

Honeyeater, above; bee, above right; and butter fly, below right; all visiting various flowers 
for food.                  Archival images

from the  gardens
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book EvEnts onlinE, on our booking form or download onE from thE EvEnts pagE on 

our wEbsitE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

Rose Gardens of 

excellence in Victoria
talking Plants  

with Veronica o’Brien

Friday 16 September at 10 am

Domain House

Dallas Brooks Drive

Friends $20       Non-members $25

Bookings close 9 September

Morning tea will be served 

at 10 am.

The World Federation of Rose Societies presents an Award for 

Gardens of Excellence throughout the world every three years at 

their Conference.

In 2003 the Victoria State Rose Garden at Werribee received 

this award, the first in the southern hemisphere to be so 

honoured. Similar honours went to the Morwell Centenary Rose 

Garden in 2009 and the Mornington Botanical Rose Garden in 

2015. All of these gardens are maintained by Volunteers.

Victoria is the only state in Australia with award-winning 

public rose gardens, and we are all very proud to have been 

honoured by the World Federation.

Veronica O’Brien, President of the Rose Society of Victoria, will 

present a detailed picture of these special and magnificent gardens.

Landscape 

compositions
Perry Lethlean

Thursday 22 September  

at 6 for 6.30 pm

Mueller Hall, National 

Herbarium

Friends $20    Non Members $25

Bookings close 15 September 

Refreshments will be served 

before the talk.

Perry Lethlean from TCL (Taylor Cullity Lethlean) landscape 

architects, will relate to the audience the narratives of how 

many of TCL’s projects connect the public to the beauty of 

natural settings, site histories and rich cultural stories through 

storytelling and the art of creating landscape compositions.

The University of Melbourne was established in 1853 by an 

Act of Parliament as the seat of learning in our fair city. As 

we wander through the university grounds we will see charming 

pockets of plantings, little corners of greenery and larger spaces 

of lawns and trees. We will see the newly reconstructed terraces of 

the 1970s rock garden.

We will be guided through the System Garden, designed 

by the University’s first Professor of Natural History, Frederick 

McCoy, and Edward Latrobe Bateman, in 1856. In this garden 

the plants were selected according to an evolutionary system of 

classification. Although very attractive to the eye this is a scientific 

garden, emphasizing the science of botany and the evolution of 

plants. It has been reduced in size as new buildings have been 

erected, but many of the original trees still flourish. 

Mind and soul Ramble 
at Melbourne University

Tuesday 4 October

Meet at 10 am at Gate 4, corner 

of Swanston St and Monash Rd 

(tram stop for 3, 3a, 5, 6, 8, 

16, 64, 67,72).

Friends $20    Non-members $25

Bookings close 28 September

Morning tea or lunch will be 

in the Union Building at your 

own expense.

events
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book EvEnts onlinE, on our booking form or download onE from thE EvEnts pagE on 

our wEbsitE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

the Art of Botanical 

Illustration 2016
A new Direction

opening and Reception: 

Friday 14 October 6 – 8 pm

Friends $30       Non-members $40

Bookings close 7 October

Exhibition: October 15 to 30

Open daily: 10 am – 4 pm 

Domain House Gallery,  

Dallas Brooks Drive.

The Friends are proud to present this beautiful exhibition by 

leading botanical artists from Australia and overseas. Botanical 

Illustration is one of the oldest watercolour genres used 

throughout history to classify the importance of plants. It is a 

thriving art form and plays an important role in the scientific 

plant identification process. 

This year the exhibition will be opened by Her Excellency, the 

Hon. Linda Dessau AM, Governor of Victoria and Patron of the 

Friends. A highlight of the exhibition will be the awarding of the 

Celia Rosser Medal to the artist/s whose work in the exhibition 

is judged as outstanding. All works of art in the exhibition, as 

well as a selection of cards, unframed works and the Friends’ 

new 2017 calendar, will be available for sale.

the Art of Botanical 

Illustration 2016
Morning tea and tour of 

exhibition

Monday 24 October at 10 am

Gate Lodge, 100 Birdwood Ave

Members only $20 

Limited Numbers

Bookings close 19 October  

Meet for refreshments at 10 am,

the tour begins at 10.20 am.

Members of the Botanical Illustrators’ Group will lead a visit to 

the 2016 Art of Botanical Illustration exhibition. The tour will be an 

opportunity to make discoveries about the design and technique 

in botanical illustration and exhibition. A botanical artist will 

demonstrate the craft and we will be able to appreciate first-hand 

the intricacies involved in this exquisite art form.

The works on display cover a huge range of subjects and 

artistic styles and your guide will endeavour to help you observe 

and understand these differences. A selection of artists’ sketch 

books will be displayed allowing the visitor a ‘behind the scenes’ 

view of the workings that make up the final illustration.

We will meet at Gate Lodge for morning tea and a brief 

introduction before walking over to the Domain House Gallery to 

view the exhibition.

new Members 

Welcome
Wednesday 19 october at 

5.30 pm

Domain House

Dallas Brooks Drive

Bookings close 12 October

Refreshments will be 

provided.

The Friends extends a warm welcome to new members and 

recently-joined members to come to our ‘Introduction’ event. 

Over a drink and canapés meet other members and gain 

first-hand information from the various coordinators who 

organise events, publish the quarterly magazine, produce 

greeting cards, nurture the plants for members’ plant sales and 

create the plant crafts. You will learn about the role the Friends 

plays and how your contribution supports the Gardens.

The event is set inside the extraordinary Art of Botanical Illustration 

exhibition where you can marvel at the exquisite work. Botanical art 

classes are a popular activity on the Friends’ calendar.

Invitations will be sent to all recently-joined Friends. If 

you have not yet attended one of these events you are very 

welcome, but please ring our office on 9650 6398 and an 

invitation will be sent to you.

events
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book EvEnts onlinE, on our booking form or download onE from thE EvEnts pagE on 

our wEbsitE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

Darwin’s Unfinished 

Business
Illustrated Talk by Stephen D. 

Hopper AC, 

Wednesday 23 November 

6 pm for 6.30 pm

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium

Birdwood Avenue, Melbourne

Melbourne/Cranbourne Friends  $20    

Non-members $25  Students $10

Bookings close 15 November. 

Refreshments will be served 

before the lecture.

Stephen Hopper is the Winthrop Professor of Biodiversity at the 

University of Western Australia. He is a botanist and a global 

science leader in the field of plant conservation biology, particularly 

in the delivery of world-class research programmes contributing to 

the conservation of endangered species and ecosystems. 

He was Director of Kings Park in Perth for seven years, and 

CEO of the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority for five. From 

2006 to 2012 he was Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 

and the first non-British person to hold this position. Stephen 

will participate as a keynote speaker in the Kangaroo Paw 

Symposium from 24 – 26 November. It is being hosted by the 

RBGV Cranbourne Gardens and Cranbourne Friends.

The Melbourne and Cranbourne Friends invite you to join 

Stephen Hopper on a fascinating exploration of Darwin’s 

unfinished business in the Southern Hemisphere as exemplified 

by the evolution of kangaroo paws and related plants.

organic shadow 

candle nest Workshop

With Sheryl Cole

Saturday 19 November 1 – 4 pm

Domain House 

Dallas Brooks Drive

Friends $45    Non-members $65  

Includes afternoon tea and 

materials

Bookings close 9 November

NOTE: Please bring 

secateurs and gloves.

Artist Sheryl Cole will guide you through prepping materials and 

random weaving techniques to create your very own Candle 

Nest sculpture. Your hands and heart will totally enjoy this class 

– you become the sculptor using foraged palm inflorescences 

which nature has discarded. 

The creating process is very healing, meditative, calming and 

creative in this fun ‘hands on’ workshop.

Once a candle is lit within, your beautifully sculptured Candle 

Nest will create the most stunning organic shadows, generating 

a very relaxed and calming mood. Great for the bedroom, 

bathroom, yoga room or any area where you want pure 

relaxation. Perfect for the Christmas lunch table!

What you'll take home: your own unique handmade Candle 

Nest complete with a glass candalina and tealight candle.

summer Guided 

Visit to the Growing 

Friends’ nursery 
Friday 9 December  

at 10.30 am

Meet at Gate Lodge 

(opposite the Shrine)

$10 Members only

Bookings close 25 November.

Come along and be captivated by the variety of plants on offer 

in our nursery. Our summer visit will be the perfect opportunity 

to purchase from the full range of plants in preparation for 

Christmas planting and gift-giving.

This visit is particularly suitable for new members and others 

who are not familiar with the whereabouts and workings of 

our Growing Friends’ Nursery.  We will gather at Gate Lodge 

for morning tea and the opportunity to meet other like-minded 

gardeners, and then be guided down to the nursery.  If you plan 

to buy a number of plants, think about bringing your shopping 

trolley and plastic bags to help carry your purchases.

events
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The Growing Friends’ 
Super spring Plant 
sale 2016
In conjunction with 

THe BoTaNIc & RaRe PlaNT FaIR
Proudly presented by

Royal BoTaNIc GaRDeNS VIcToRIa
DIGGeRS cluB and melBouRNe FRIeNDS

eNTRy $10 

FRee FoR melBouRNe FRIeNDS

22 - 23 ocToBeR 10 am To 4 Pm

oBSeRVaToRy GaTe oPPoSITe THe SHRINe

Royal BoTaNIc GaRDeNS, VIcToRIa

melway: maP 2F ReF K12

03 9650 6398      

friends@frbgmelb.org.au    

www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org

catalogue online one week before sale

10% discount oNly for Growing Friends’ plants for members 

(excludes Sunday specials)

by Michael Hare, convener

NurSery SAle DATeS

The nursery sale days for Spring 

are Friday 2 September and 

Friday 4 November from 8 am to 

1 pm. Don’t forget membership 

cards and carry bags. Friends 

who want any of the rarer 

plants we stock need to ensure 

they attend on 2 September.

SpriNg plANT SAle

As mentioned in the winter 

issue of Botanic News the 

Spring Plant Sale will be held 

in conjunction with the Botanic 

and Rare Plant Fair which is being organised jointly by RBG 

Victoria, the Diggers Club and the Friends of RBG Victoria, 

Melbourne Gardens. This is a paid entry event, but Friends will be 

given free admission on presentation of their membership card. 

A plan of the layout of the Fair is shown at the right and while 

this is not accurately scaled it does indicate that the area for the 

Growing Friends’ plants is separate from the main Fair. However, 

Friends (and their friends) should realise that this event will be 

widely advertised and promoted not only within the Diggers Club, 

but also in the local media. We hope this will result in many new 

customers having access to the Growing Friends’ plants.

growing friends
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all craft activitiEs will bE hEld in thE plant craft cottagE near h gate on alexandra 

avenue. for further information and all bookings, please contact the friends’ office on 9650 6398. 

craft Demonstrations
Bookings not required

10.30 am – 2 pm

Cost: Free

natural dye  
7 september; 5 october; 

2 november

potpourri   
9 september; 14 october;  

11 november

fibre  
13 september; 11 october;  

8 november

basketry 
21 september; 16 november
 
plant card 
15 september; 20 october; 

17 november

Visitors are welcome to watch 

and ask questions of the 

working groups. However, 

visitors are unable to take part 

in the demonstrations.

sunday open days

18 Sepember; 16 october; 

20 November

Cost: Free

This is a wonderful opportunity 

to explore the Plant Craft 

Cottage, the oldest building in 

any public garden in Victoria.

Some of the plant-related 

items created by our groups 

will be on display and for sale 

in this heritage-listed building.

Friends are reminded that 

the Plant craft cottage 

has an extensive reference 

library on Plant crafts.

  

Plant craft cottage is near  

H gate on Alexandra Avenue

open 10 am – 3  pm 

tuesday to Friday and every 

third sunday.

closed Public Holidays.

school Holiday Programs
Get crafty with natural Fibres

Wednesday 28 september  

10 am - 12 noon and 12.30 - 2.30 pm

Cost: $10 per child: all materials provided.

Suitable for ages 10 - 14

BOOKINGS PER CHILD (not family) 

ESSENTIAL. 

Space for up to 12 children per session. 

Bookings close:  Wednesay 21 September

Join the basket makers at the Plant Craft 

Cottage to learn how to use plant materials 

like vines, pods and found objects to 

create interesting wreaths and mobiles.

spring in our West Gippsland 

Garden
Welcome to Spring. With more daylight and 

sunshine there is a lot happening in our garden. 

Bulbs are still a delight to us, including the 

late daffodils which are left in the ground to 

multiply and then emerge each year to flower. 

Early in Spring, and before leaves appear, 

the blossoms of flowering trees burst open. 

We have a large weeping cherry which looks 

stunning for a few weeks; the king parrots also 

enjoy it. They deliberately break off flowers and 

spit them onto 

the ground, 

knowing we 

won’t get too 

cross with them 

because they are 

beautiful birds 

to have around. 

Some other types 

of prunus are 

also coming into 

flower; Prunus 

cerasifera‘ Nigra’ 

is a favourite. We 

do have a Prunus 

x blireiana which 

in our opinion is a 

bit too lolly-pink, 

but seems to be 

a popular street 

tree.

The Spring flush of roses starts in October, but 

‘Mme Gregoire Staechelin’ is usually earlier. This 

rose is sometimes known as ‘Spanish Beauty’ 

and although not a repeat flowering variety, it 

flowers generously and is worth growing if you 

have the space. With more roses flowering, 

some can be collected and dried, ready to make 

potpourri for the Plant Craft Cottage. Petals of 

white and yellow roses usually discolour when 

dried, but these are suitable for making into moist 

potpourri. This is not as attractive as dry potpourri, 

but will last for years and retain its perfume.

plant crafts
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growing friends

success for anita barley in london

Melbourne-born artist, long-time Friend, and one of the 

Botanical Illustrators’ first tutors, Anita Barley, has been 

awarded the prestigious Jill smythies Medal for botanical 

illustration by the Linnean society in London. the medal 

recognizes the quality and accuracy of Anita’s published 

artwork produced during her career as a professional 

botanical illustrator.

The Linnean Society, founded in 1788, is the oldest active 

biological society in the world. It takes its name from the Swedish 

naturalist Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778), known as the founder of 

the modern binomial system for plant and animal naming. The 

Society provides a forum for the detailed study of natural history.

The Jill Smythies Medal is awarded to a botanical artist ‘in 

recognition of excellence in published illustrations, such as 

drawings or paintings, in aid of plant identification, with the 

emphasis on botanical accuracy and the accurate portrayal of 

diagnostic characteristics. Anita was elected a Fellow of the 

Linnean Society in October 2013.

botanical art documentary - ‘studio sessions’

An hour-long documentary on six of Australia’s most respected 

botanical artists – Celia Rosser, Jenny Phillips, Dianne Emery, 

Terry Napier, Mali Moir and John Pastoriza-Pinol.

Each artist, shown in their own studio space, shares their 

perspective on the art genre, individual insights and their 

approach to painting and how it has shaped their lives.

$30.00 - Available on DVD at The art of Botanical 

Illustration 2016 exhibition.

For more information please visit: www.davidreynoldsart.com.au  

or  www.facebook.com/studiosessionsdvd

Another garden bed with old-fashioned and David Austin 

roses in apricot tones looks pretty with nigella, together with 

McKana and Barlow strains of aquilegias growing under them. 

These are a bonus as they self-seed each year.

We have a white garden (apologies to Sissinghurst) and this 

is bordered by Deutzia gracilis which is kept to about 45cm 

high. This flowers in Spring and encloses a garden containing 

several varieties of philadelphus, azaleas, cornus, Penstemon 

‘Swan Lake’ and other perennials.

Also in October the crab apples make a good show. We are 

growing Malus ionensis ‘Plena’ and Malus ‘Gorgeous’ which we 

grafted onto some root stock. 

Many of the salvias are flowering; some of these press well 

for use by the Plant Card Group. Most salvias are hardy and 

there is a wide range of colours and sizes to choose from. 

Honeyeaters love them too! All the birds are busy finding food 

for their young. Our resident magpies have introduced their 

offspring; they are such demanding babies, squawking until 

their parents feed them.

There are chores to be done in the vegetable garden 

preparing for the Summer crop, but with all the joy that Spring 

brings, it is great to be out in the garden.

We look forward to the ‘fruits of our labour’, especially the 

apple crop, if the wind doesn’t blow the flowers off!

elaine Gatford at Goosenoodle cottage.

Above: One of the king parrots cheekily sitting in the Flowering Cherry – Prunus subhirtella 

‘Pendula’ – pictured below left.       Photos: Elaine Gatford.

illustrators
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classes
Term 3, 2016 will start in the week 

beginning Saturday 8 October.

Classes of 8 weeks per term will 

be held:

evening: tuesday 

Daytime: Monday, 

Wednesday, thursday and 

saturday

(two sessions each day 2.5hr) 

Sunday (one 2.5hr session) 

Friday (one 3hr session)

2.5hr classes:  

 Friends: $265 

non-members: $325

3hr classes:  

 Friends: $310

non-members: $370

We strongly recommend that 

students without prior experience 

in botanical illustration complete 

a Beginners’ Workshop before 

entering Term classes.

Workshops
All workshops will include morning 

and afternoon tea, but not lunch.

beginners’ workshop
with dianne Emery

saturday 17, sunday 18, 

saturday 24, sunday 25 

september

10am to 4pm

        Friends $342

non-members $399

This intensive four-day course 

provides an introduction to 

botanical art via pencil and water- 

colour. Students will begin to 

develop skills in outline drawing, 

foreshortening, tonal work and 

rendering of surfaces, basic 

colour work and paint application.

The cost of each course 

includes equipment to be 

used during the workshop 

– drawing materials, paint, 

watercolour paper and brushes.

cyanotype workshop

with christine Johnson

Wednesday 21, thursday 22 

and Friday 23 september

10am to 4pm

Friends:  $355    

non-members:  $415

Learn to make cyanotype 

prints of our native flora with 

artist Christine Johnson. 

An exhibition of Christine’s 

prints was held recently at the 

Port Jackson Press Gallery, 

where she spoke to a group 

of Friends’ members at a 

special event. The exhibition 

was an outcome of her time 

as a Creative Fellow of the 

State Library of Victoria, where 

she drew on early botanical 

illustrations and other works 

in the collection to inspire 

her own prints. These blend 

art with science, cartography 

Whirlybirds
The Whirlybirds is a group of 

Illustrator Friends who meet 

informally on Tuesdays in 

the Whirling Room to paint, 

share ideas, and develop their 

botanical illustrations.

There is both a morning and 

an afternoon group.

From July, the groups will 

meet every Tuesday for a 

ten-week term each quarter. 

This will allow the Whirling 

Room to be used for holiday 

workshops. If you would like 

to join the afternoon group 

please ring Sandra Sanger 

on 9598 9532 for further 

information.

all classes and workshops will be held in the whirling room studio, obsErvatorY gatE.

for bookings and further information, please contact the friends’ office on 9650 6398.

and excerpts from explorers’ 

journals to tell a story about 

the early years of European 

exploration and plant 

collecting in Australia. 

Cyanotype is a printing 

process that produces a 

dream-like blue image. It 

was first used by Anna Atkins 

in 1843 to make beautiful, 

ghost-like images of algae, 

ferns and feathers. In a three 

day workshop, Christine 

will introduce the process 

and bring the magic of 

the cyanotype alive using 

Australian native plant 

material.

Christine welcomes 

visitors to her website:  

christinejohnsonartist.com

A materials list is available 

from the Friends’ office.

a Journey through 
pen and ink

with Pauline Dewar

Monday 26 and tuesday 27 

september

10am to 4pm

Friends:  $255    

non-members:  $315

Dr Pauline Dewar is this year’s 

winner of the Sydney Royal 

Botanic Garden’s Margaret 

Flockton Award for excellence 

in black and white scientific 

botanical illustration. 

In this two-day workshop, 

Pauline aims to explore both 

traditional and contemporary 

pen and ink techniques with 

her students. She will discuss 

scientific illustration and also 

look at the Margaret Flockton 

Award, touching on botanical 

description as well as the 

specific requirements of that 

exhibition. More modern 

pen and ink work, as well as 

Above: Hakea cyanotype print by Christine 
Johnson.

Below: Asplenium bulbiferum - Hen and 
Chicken fern drawing by Pauline Dewar.

mixed media—including pen 

and graphite, coloured pencil 

and/or watercolour—will also 

be included, and materials, 

subject matter and approach 

to composition will all be 

discussed.

A materials list is available 

from the Friends’ office.

illustrators 
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This year’s adver tising for the exhibition features Kate Nolan’s painting of a juvenile leaf of 
Eucalyptus goniocalyx.

Above: Painting of Malus domestica ‘Akane’ by Vicki Philipson.

Below: Painting of Strelitzia nicolae dried flower by Paul Rovis.

 illustrators
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Highlights of the International camellia 

conference in Dali, china, February 2016

Judith Firkin, Growing Friends

About 200 participants from fourteen countries attended the 

International Camellia Conference. It was held in the ancient 

town of Dali in southwest China. Its Confucian Temple was 

built originally in the Yuan Dynasty, rebuilt in the Qing Dynasty, 

dismantled in 1973, and now rebuilt in its original style. Dali is 

described as the homeland of camellias where their cultivation 

is said to have begun; there are thousands growing in the wild 

in the nearby forests of Baotai Mountain.

gOlDeN CAMelliAS

We were greeted with cups of golden tea in a small forest of 

golden camellias at our pre-conference tour of the Foshan 

Botanic Gardens, China. The following day we flew to Dali and 

the opening ceremony was held in the Confucian Temple there. 

The multitude of magnificent specimens of camellias on display 

were mainly reticulata and japonica cultivars with red flowers 

predominating. A specimen of Camellia nitidissima stood out; 

its golden flowers are highly prized. It was possible to buy 

beautifully-packaged dried golden camellia flowers labelled ‘A 

Heaven in a Wild Flower – King Flower Tea’, but I did not buy 

any as they were very expensive.

The intense interest in golden camellias has led a Chinese 

commercial firm to establish wild plantations and a breeding 

centre near the Vietnamese border. With the aim of developing 

golden camellia products including tea, cosmetics and 

beverages, 1.3 million camellias have been cultivated including 

10 foreign and 30 domestic varieties. The plantation expects 

one million tourists annually. Another company in Nanning has 

planted five species of golden camellias (including Camellia 

nitidissima) and 300 cultivars. In the past five years it has raised 

3.25 million plants and has successfully developed the one-leaf 

one-bud rooting method with a high rate of success. These 

cuttings usually produce 50 fine roots within 100 days and by 27 

months the plant may be 50-110 cm tall.

The RBGV Melbourne Gardens is recognised as an International 

Camellia Garden of Excellence. It contains about 970 camellia 

plants including more than 60 species, many of which can 

be seen in the Rhododendron Garden. The Growing Friends is 

committed to propagating a selection of camellia cultivars and 

species from the Melbourne Gardens and we are proud of 

the robust and vigorous selection that is available at our two 

plant sales each year. The Gardens are fortunate to have several 

flourishing specimens of Camellia nitidissima, which in China are 

classed as national treasures. They are handsome shrubs with 

golden flowers, but to date our efforts to propagate them from 

cuttings have not been rewarded. Initially the cuttings are vigorous 

but in their second year, they tend to drop their leaves. We are 

encouraged by the Chinese experience to persevere.

AN AuSTrAliAN CONTribuTiON

Four prizes were given for the best of the 33 scientific papers and 

one was awarded to the paper Advances in Taxonomy in genus 

Camellia presented by Australians Dr George Orel and Anthony Curry. 

The paper also received the President’s Medal for its outstanding 

contribution. Dr Orel proposed that the discovery of many new 

camellia species in Vietnam and China could not be simply subsumed 

into already-existing camellia species. He suggested that the known 

camellia species are a surprisingly varied group of plants, perhaps 

due to relatively rapid evolutionary development. 

Dr Orel’s account of his expeditions to the jungles of South 

Vietnam were fascinating and were described in detail in the 

book In Pursuit of Hidden Camellias: 32 new Camellia species 

Opening Ceremony, Dali Confucian Temple.             Photo: Judy Firkin Camellia nitidissima in RBGV Melbourne Gardens. 

camellia
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from Vietnam and China by Orel and Curry. Meeting the challenge 

of collecting new species required intense research and local 

knowledge, but luck was also essential to locate new species. His 

team braved hair-raising pillion rides on dubious motor bikes with 

highly proficient drivers, arduous treks, and confrontations with the 

local stinging wasps, biting ants, snakes and bloodthirsty leeches, 

in their search for new species in the dense dark jungles.

A rAre AND eNDANgereD SpeCieS

Described as the ‘vegetable kingdom Panda’, Camellia azalea 

which is, I understand, a synonym for Camellia changii, was 

also a species of interest at the conference and the subject 

of seven technical papers. Listed as a national treasure and 

endangered species, a colony is found in the Ehuangzhang 

Nature Reserve in sunny places close to the riverbank. Less than 

1000 plants are known in the wild because it has low pollination 

success and poor seed viability results in a lack of seedlings. 

Researchers suggest that the population in the Reserve has 

grown from root sprouting from a single plant. This rare species 

has an outstanding characteristic; it blooms in summer. There 

are thousands of camellia cultivars in the world but the blooming 

period is usually from winter to spring. 

Another paper described extensive research over the past ten 

years to create hybrids from Camellia azalea with other species and 

cultivars, and from this breeding program, 214 hybrids have been 

obtained. The colours, forms and size of flowers were varied and 

beautiful, but in other respects, the plants inherited very desirable 

characteristics from the Camellia azalea. Most of the hybrids started 

blooming in mid-summer, reached full bloom in autumn and winter, 

and continued blooming sparsely in spring. The leaves were dense 

and dark green, and the plants grew vigorously and bloomed well 

in full sunlight in summer with air temperatures of 38°C. This would 

seem a very desirable attribute in Melbourne summers.

The TeA-hOrSe rOuTe

The Silk Road is famous, but it was only at the Conference that 

I learned of the tea-horse route. While much of the conference 

was devoted to technical papers on camellia preservation, 

breeding and molecular biology, other papers discussed gardens 

and the international and cultural significance of the cultivation of 

camellias in China, Japan, Europe and the Americas.

China has a documented history of the cultivation of Camellia 

sinensis for tea for at least 1,700 years. Pu-erh tea is a variety of 

fermented and aged tea produced in Yunnan and revered for its 

deep earthy flavour and complex aroma. The ancient tea-horse 

routes in Yunnan were the means of exchanging tea products 

and culture between inland agricultural areas and nomadic 

groups in China and beyond. This large and complicated 

trading network was also a highway for cultural transmission. It 

spanned Sichuan, Yunnan and Tibet provinces and extended to 

Southeast Asia and to Europe and is recognized as one of the 

world’s most significant means for the spread of tea culture. It 

engaged with at least 20 different ethnic minorities, influencing 

their living environment, diet, dress and cultural habits.

Modern transportation has replaced the sturdy little tea horses 

and we did not see them. Fortunately a conference tour took us 

100 kilometers from Dali to Baotai Mountain in Yongping county 

in southwest China to see the wild camellia forests where nearly 

one thousand camellia trees are more than three hundred years 

old. The welcoming dance performed, naturally and joyfully, by 

the local villagers in their ethnic costumes as we walked along the 

road into the Forestry Administration Station, was memorable. It 

demonstrated the diversity of Chinese culture and significance of 

the ancient trade routes.

 Camellia azalea (syn Camellia changii).              Photo: Judy Firkin Welcome Dance at Baotai Mountain             Photo: Judy Firkin
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Global Gardening
pArT 11 – glObAl TrANSFOrMATiON

by Roger spencer, senior Horticultural Botanist  

and Rob cross, Horticultural Botanist, RBGV 

Globalisation has created a brand new era of social, 

economic, and environmental challenges. In the last 

article of this series we discuss how modern-day concerns 

will have a lasting impact on horticulture, a paradigm 

shift in horticultural philosophy.

social and economic change

In the last few decades we have seen the rise of Asia and decline 

in Euro-American power, an unprecedented mixing of cultures, 

and greater urbanisation. Scientific and technological innovation 

has created a communication and information revolution, and 

ensured the flow of a greater diversity and quantity of resources 

to an expanding world population. Increasing affluence has 

brought more people out of poverty and into the global economy.

Global changes like these translate into new community and 

individual lifestyles. A greater number of people means less 

space per individual as cities extend upwards and suburbs press 

outwards into nature, eventually fusing into giant conurbations like 

the developing megalopolis that stretches down the Australian 

east coast. Urbanites now see nature from apartment balconies 

and experience it at arm’s length through carefully-designed, 

limited and precious green space at ground level, while in the 

suburbs space is also becoming increasingly scarce.

The historical process of gardening democratisation now 

appears complete as almost everyone falls under the universal 

category of ‘home gardener’ – the last vestiges of garden snobbery 

dissolving away during the wave of informality that swept through 

the western world in the 1960s. Grand gestures in design are now 

generally commissioned by governments and corporations and 

overseen by landscape architects. Today’s time-poor working 

families are favouring lower-maintenance gardens and a quick 

make-over or retro-fit, as gardening competes with many other 

interests. Gardeners who once communicated through books, 

magazines, and gardening clubs increasingly socialise and 

exchange information through computer-based social media, 

television and smart phones.

Convenience shopping has led to a reduced range of plants 

and an emphasis on colour and instant appeal. Horticultural 

commerce has followed general business trends with emphasis 

now placed on large-scale plant retail outlets like garden centres 

and nurseries associated with chain-stores all offering fancy 

goods and light meals, and steadily replacing the small informal 

and specialist nurseries.

Plant production and sale is becoming increasingly 

streamlined and automated. Production efficiencies favour plants 

that can be machine-potted and packed into convenient transit 

modules, and rapid turnover demands plants with a predictable 

gardengarden
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shelf-life that can be fitted into a strictly planned sales schedule.

Intellectual property, so prevalent in other areas of commerce, 

is now a part of horticulture. Latin scientific names are becoming 

less prominent while legally-protected new cultivars (protected 

using Plant Breeders’ Rights) are becoming more common along 

with complex trademarking and patenting – which adds to plant 

name confusion. The International Union for the Protection of 

New Varieties of Plants (UPOV), governing Plant Breeder’s Rights, 

originated in Europe in 1961, came into force in 1968, and was 

joined by Australia in 1989 and the European Community in 2005.

All these factors influence the kinds of plants that we will see 

in gardens of the future.

environmental change

The resource consumption that improves material standards is 

often associated with environmental degradation. This is manifest 

in global environmental problems like climate change, fresh water 

depletion, pollution of air and waterways, habitat fragmentation, 

loss of biodiversity, difficulties with waste disposal and hazardous 

chemicals, species extinction, invasive organisms and, at a more 

general global scale, changes in the biogeochemical global 

cycling of life-critical water, carbon, phosphorus and nitrogen.

Globalisation – as economic growth, increased trade, and 

greater flow of goods – can be expressed in simple terms as the 

consumption of food and materials while the energy and water 

embodied during their production and transport are of special 

environmental concern. All these resources support human lives, 

but are obtained from natural and man-modified ecosystems 

at an environmental cost as a debit from our natural capital 

account, which means the erosion of ecosystem services. This, 

too, has become global since the world can now be divided into 

ecological debtor and creditor countries, with affluent countries 

poor in natural resources effectively exporting their environmental 

impact to other, often poorer, countries by importing their goods. 

Agriculture, which makes a heavy demand on land, water 

and other resources, must feed world population growth until 

at least 2050. Though the principles of sustainable agriculture 

are now well-entrenched in the western world the farming that 

fuels population growth, and therefore urbanisation, also leads 

to the steady conversion of natural landscapes into cultural 

landscapes. There are no simple solutions to these problems, 

and since many of them are hidden from our view, being mindful 

of their existence can benefit decision-making.

Since the eighteenth century there has been an extraordinary 

global redistribution of plants, mostly as crops but also as 

ornamental plants. Naturalised plants now make up a substantial 

proportion of the floras of many countries. In Australia these 

plants make up about 12% of its total flora. Led by British 

gardeners the western world has exchanged garden plants on 

a grand scale, many of these escaping to damage and diminish 

natural plant communities, and facilitating the spread of disease 

(like Dutch Elm disease). Though the British rural countryside 

is pleasing to the eye, it is a sobering thought 

that naturalised plants now make up over 50% 

of its flora. A developing awareness of this 

environmental downside has created a new era 

of biosecurity and a more cautionary approach 

to plant exchange in both the nursery industry 

and botanic gardens. Though the science of 

invasive organisms is quite advanced, the 

historical account of plant redistribution across 

the world has received little attention.

Advances in genetics have resulted in more 

cultivated plants being bred and selected for not 

only ornamental but other characteristics – non-

weedy, salt-tolerant, pest and disease resistant, 

herbicide-resistant, low-maintenance and so on. 

Principles of sustainable design are being increasingly incorporated 
in gardens and landscapes.   
Far left: The Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria in Melbourne has 
maintained the quality of the 170 year old landscape whilst reducing 
its use of water for irrigation using a scientifically-based water 
management program: its recently launched Landscape Succession 
Strategy Melbourne Gardens 2016 – 2036 will ensure the world 
renowned landscape will serve both scientific and public interests 
into the future.  
Left: Fiona Brockoff’s ‘Karkalla’ is a beautiful place for family 
living that has incorporated sustainability principles in all phases of 
design, creation and management. 
Photographs: Supplied by Rob Cross
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the sustainability Revolution

Stresses on the natural environment will reduce when economic 

growth is decoupled from environmental degradation, and 

adopting more sustainable practices through all levels of 

society is critical. The global response already in play will define 

our own particular time in history, and horticulture will play a 

prominent role in this transition through its links to the natural 

world. Responding to these challenges will permanently change 

horticultural practices and the character of gardening.

An important goal is to link human to natural systems through 

the integrated management of natural and cultivated landscapes, 

which requires the collective interdisciplinary effort of many, 

including horticulturists, landscape architects, ecologists, town 

planners, local government, community organisations … and it 

is already well underway.

Sustainable horticulture does not involve a particular kind 

of landscape or design; it is more an underlying philosophy 

or set of principles. No matter how natural or contrived our 

surroundings, sustainability principles can be incorporated from 

planning and design, to the technology used, the practices 

and materials employed in construction, and the subsequent 

maintenance. These changes are already being incorporated as 

part of the paradigm shift we are currently experiencing.

An ecological Approach 

An ecological approach to horticulture attempts to integrate 

human and natural processes by recognising gardens and 

public landscapes as microcosms of the biosphere itself. Greater 

emphasis is being placed on caring for the natural cycles and 

systems that operate across all landscapes, including agricultural 

and urban ones. Importantly, taking account of environmental 

concerns need not constrain creativity or dictate fashion. It does 

not lock us into a particular design formula.

Ecological design for sustainability respects the local 

environment and sense of place while also attending to global 

concerns. Evidence of sensitivity to such issues in horticulture is 

now coming from many sources. 

As we have seen, the once unfettered redistribution of plants 

across the world is being subjected to increasing trade and 

biosecurity regulation, both within and between countries, to 

address concerns about the ownership of genetic resources, 

spread of pests and pathogens, and introduction of potentially 

invasive organisms.

Urban design

Urban planning can critically influence how sustainably a city 

grows and operates. It cannot always anticipate the changes to 

urban areas resulting from rapid growth, for example; however 

planning can be adjusted to maintain liveable localities. This is 

currently being played out in Australian cities. Gardens are being 

lost as larger houses or multiple dwellings replace older ones on 

standard suburban blocks, leaving fewer large trees to shade 

roofs, walls and windows; this at a time when the conservation 

and improvement of urban forests has become a high priority, 

especially for their cooling effect in the face of climate change 

and the urban heat island effect. New research and technology 

has created design solutions like green walls and roofs that can 

aid the creation of high quality urban development. As building 

density increases, careful plant selection and some design tricks 

allow city trees to be grown in constrained urban conditions. 

Then, using special structural soils, it is possible to improve 

root development and plant growth. Paving for drives, paths, 

and sitting areas can be porous to allow for soil aeration, and 

improved water penetration and retention on site. 

Better environmental outcomes are resulting from initiatives 

like suburb-wide Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) and 

rain gardens, both of which retain water for plant growth and 

improve the quality of water runoff.

Management of gardens and public open space for 

enhancing biodiversity, particularly when adjacent to native 

vegetation, and the selective use of indigenous plants, is 

becoming more effective as horticulturists and other land 

managers become more environmentally informed. Ecological 

landscape design (which Edna Walling explored later in her 

career, or as practised during the 1960s and 70s, with the 

Sydney School or Melbourne Bush School) is the subject 

of research at institutions like the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Victoria’s Australian Research Centre for Urban Ecology, and 

The University of Melbourne’s Burnley College. These institutes 

investigate the intersection of horticulture with ecological 

processes and how these can be enhanced or mimicked 

in human landscapes to provide habitat for biodiversity, or 

contribute to the removal of pollution from waterways more 

effectively, and much more …  

Plant selection

Ecological design respects the local environment and sense 

of place and by doing so contributes to the rich fabric of 

Earth’s biodiversity. Plant selection will be influenced by local 

environmental conditions, so indigenous plants are an obvious 

choice, along with non-indigenous Australian and exotic plants 

whose ecology matches the site. Even where style and fashion 

are highly artificial, successful gardens are still matching plants 

to environmental conditions and architecture.

Low environmental impact plants are responsive to climate 

(macro and micro), soil (water logging, compaction, salinity, 

pH, disease), and environmental stresses (air pollution, salt, 

winds). Maintenance needs can be reduced by selecting plants 

resistant to pests and diseases, of a suitable size, growth rate, 

and longevity for the location in the landscape, and those easily 

rejuvenated through pruning and producing easily managed 

prunings that can contribute to compost or mulch (green 

wealth for the garden). They can serve in erosion control and 

weed suppression. The sustainability of human settlements 

garden
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is improved by including food plants and plants that shelter 

buildings from sun or wind and complement energy efficient 

design (passive solar, renewable energy). These plants also 

harmonise with the district’s landscape character, its social, 

cultural and historic values and planning schemes, and 

importantly serve the aesthetic intent of the designer.

Cultivated plants are consumers as well as primary producers 

(they support all biodiversity), so more attention is being given to 

their demand on the water supply and other resources, including 

their requirement for chemical fertilizers and pesticides that also 

consume resources. Understanding the site conditions guides 

plant selection for low or no watering, and helps with the placement 

of plants with higher water demand in wetter areas of gardens. 

Cultivated plants can significantly contribute to wider ecological 

processes by providing habitat, nesting sites, and food for animals 

(leaf, pollen, nectar, flower or fruit). They are non-weedy.

Designing for longevity

Human landscapes 

that have a strong 

ecological basis 

to their design are 

more likely to be 

robust in the face of 

challenges like pests 

and diseases. 

Landscape 

designs also need to 

buffer against large 

scale environmental 

changes like climate 

change. So in 

Australia’s southeast, 

successful planning 

will take account 

of generally higher 

temperatures and 

more frequent 

extreme maximum 

temperatures and 

reduced rainfall that 

is more likely to be in 

intense bursts. Furthermore, frequent major weather events, and 

rising sea levels will cause flooding of low lying areas of coastal 

towns and cities. Some cultivated taxa may become weedy 

as these changes proceed. Can we predict these? Already 

the RBGV has developed its Landscape Succession Strategy 

Melbourne Gardens 2016 – 2036 - adapting a world-renowned 

botanical landscape to climate change 1 July 2016 - 30 June 

2036, which will guide the transition of the Melbourne Gardens’ 

existing plantings ‘to a composition more suited to the projected 

climate and environmental conditions of 2090, while retaining 

the Gardens’ heritage character, landscape qualities and 

species diversity for future generations’.

Designing new landscapes or adapting existing landscapes 

to be sustainable as climate and other environmental changes 

occur requires access to science-based information, particularly 

about the plant species, their tolerances, their habits and 

requirements. There are surprisingly few sources of high quality, 

relevant information, even globally, and some useful online local 

sources have restricted access.

sustainable horticulture

Horticulture is now making a major contribution to the evolution of 

a more sustainable society by creating resilient landscapes in tune 

with the broader changing environment. Sustainability principles 

are being applied through all garden phases – design, construction, 

and maintenance – attending to demands for water, energy, materials, 

and other 

resources, with 

an awareness of 

their contribution 

to food 

harvests and to 

biodiversity. This 

marks a major 

and permanent 

change in the 

philosophy of 

horticultural 

practice: it 

doesn’t constrain 

creativity or the 

style of gardens 

and landscapes 

but rather, offers 

a challenge to 

be adaptive 

and inventive 

in response 

to new global 

circumstances.

Life is 

sustained by the 

sun’s energy captured in carbon compounds built up in plants 

from carbon dioxide and water, and passed through the food 

chain. Humanity now controls the global distribution of these and 

a few other simple chemicals vital for life. The way we integrate 

human activity with that of the natural world will determine both 

our future and that of all life.

Further reading

Cross, R. & Spencer, R.  (2009)  Sustainable gardens.  CSIRO 

Publishing, Collingwood, Victoria.

Gardens are a microcosm of nature and we can design and maintain landscapes to contribute to natural cycles by being mindful of 
resource inputs and outputs.  Capturing the Sun’s energy for increased food production contributes to a garden’s sustainability, as 
does reducing the reliance on mains water by collecting rainfall on site. Retaining the green wealth (prunings etc) on site reduces the 
need to import (and pay for) compost and mulch.             Illustration developed by Rob Cross & Roger Spencer. 
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co-operation in oman
Visits to conferences and 

associated botanical gardens 

in host countries can yield 

unexpected benefits for 

botanical staff. so it was, 

when two oman Botanic 

Gardens (oBG) staff members 

attended an International 

Plant Propagators’ society 

conference in Melbourne 

in 2013 and then journeyed 

to Western Australia to 

meet with David Hancock of 

natural Area nursery in Perth. 

there followed an open invitation to all IPPs members to 

consider travelling to oman to assist with propagation 

and RBGV Melbourne Gardens nursery technician Dermot 

Molloy accepted the challenge to join David Hancock. 

central to Dermot’s acceptance of the invitation was the 

offer of funding for the visit by Meg Bentley, who has  a 

salvia collection registered with Garden Plants conservation 

Association of Australia (GPcAA) and is a volunteer at RBGV 

identifying salvias and plants in the family Lamiaceae.

Typical habitats in Oman:- 

Top: Close-up of mountain landscape with ephemeral lakes at 2400m at Jebel Al Akhdhar 
(Green Mountain). 

Middle: Resultant growth from the Khareef or monsoon in the South in June/July.

Below: Dates growing along wadis (river beds) in the lowlands.

sharing
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The Oman Botanic Garden Project will comprise some 400 

hectares of environmental restoration and constructed botanical 

features to preserve and showcase the flora of Oman and the 

surrounding landscapes of the Arabian Peninsula. Oman Botanic 

Gardens can reach 49oC in the summer and the low 20os in the 

winter. Two biomes that are to be constructed will showcase flora 

from the mountains to the North and the monsoon flora to the 

South. Oman is home to about 1200 species of plants and about 

80 species are found nowhere else in the world. Names such as 

Berberis, Lonicera, Dodonaea, Daphne and Salvia will be familiar 

to readers, and Oman even has one example of a Terrestrial 

Orchid, Eulophia petersii. Also growing in Oman is Boswellia 

sacra, the plant that produces frankincense oil.

It is hoped that the new botanic garden will inspire people 

to conserve and cherish the biodiversity and botanical heritage 

of Oman for a sustainable future and to discover, cultivate, 

showcase and protect Oman’s unique plant diversity and 

ethnobotany through innovative research, exciting displays and 

engaging communication. 

Despite encountering many difficulties, significant progress 

has been achieved in preparing nursery stock for incorporation 

in the OBG facilities and local plant knowledge is developing.  

Many plants are new to horticulture and have not been grown 

before in a nursery. The OBG nursery currently holds about a 

third of the 1200 native species needing to be planted.

Dermot conducted a propagation workshop for the nursery 

staff which resulted in a complete change of propagating mix. The 

joyful email Dermot received from nursery technician Hanan Al 

Moqbali after he returned home – ‘The visit was really very useful, 

really we learn a lot. We started to use the new mix for seed and 

cutting(s). For the Berberis seed that was sown it shows a high 

level of germination’ – suggests that sharing ideas like this is very 

important. He also prepared presentations on the RBGV 

for the management and nursery staff in Oman covering 

history, structure and recent projects, as well as propagation. 

Dermot has also made presentations to an international 

audience at the IPPS conference in Christchurch, New 

Zealand and the IPPS conference in Adelaide.

Since Dermot and David have returned, plans 

have been shared to involve OBG staff in future 

IPPS conferences, and both David and Dermot 

intend to maintain future involvement with the Oman 

Botanic Garden staff.

Dermot Molloy 

Top right: Oman Botanic Garden nursery, showing Hanan Al Moqbali 
(front) and Bluthainia Al Rahaili (at rear).

Centre: Dermot giving a propagation class.

Bottom right: Ar tist’s representation of the Nor thern Biome building 
planned for the OBG. There will be four of these Biomes in the OBG, 
necessary to protect the plants from weather extremes, and create a 
comfor table and protected environment for visitors to view the displays.

Images provided by Dermot Molloy.

expertise
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Appreciating our Designed Landscapes
As a teacher in urban horticulture at the University of 

Melbourne’s Burnley campus, I’m really interested in 

understanding the connections people make with the 

landscapes they spend time in, and what they focus 

on when they visit these places. Plants are the crucial 

element in our environment, and getting our plantings 

right in managed landscapes is key to building people’s 

engagement with them. over the past couple of years, 

through the medium of student assignments that assess 

the success (or otherwise) of designed landscapes, I’ve 

seen the good, the bad, and, occasionally the ugly. I’ve 

taken virtual mini-tours of around 150 public and private 

sites that I certainly wouldn’t have visited otherwise.  

Most of us travel through designed spaces on a daily basis, 

whether on foot, on bikes, in 

cars or on public transport. 

It seems important that we 

think about the value of these 

spaces to us, whether they 

fulfil their functional purpose 

and design intent effectively, 

and better still, if we can 

identify what it is that makes 

them special to us. I bet that 

readers who visit the RBGV 

Melbourne or Cranbourne 

Gardens regularly will each 

have a favourite haunt that 

you head to automatically 

if you have the opportunity 

– but why do you choose 

this space, time after time?  

One of my favourite places 

is the Perennial Border at 

the Melbourne Gardens – I 

always visit when I come to 

the Gardens, to check on which plant is doing what. Most of 

the year, this extensive border planting offers an engaging mix 

of textures and colours. Thanks to thoughtful plant selection, 

the downtime over winter is short, and the permanent deep 

green backdrop of the well-maintained hedge of Luma apiculata 

demonstrates that the site is well cared for, even when there’s 

not much happening in terms of foliage or flowers. For me this 

is both a teaching resource and an opportunity to visit some 

great performers. So I know why I go there – why do you visit 

your favourite spot?

Everyone’s experience of a landscape is (theoretically) unique. 

Your experience may vary depending on the time of day or 

season in which you visit, your mood, whether you’re visiting 

alone or with a companion. The speed at which you’re travelling 

through the landscape will certainly affect your experience. Try 

jogging through a park and noting what you observe. Now try 

a gentle stroll through the same place. What’s different about 

the two experiences? How much do you really focus on what’s 

there in those two scenarios? (If you’re jogging, it’s a fair bet 

you’re a little more focused on not falling over and a little less on 

observing the rich visual landscape you’re travelling through.)  

If you’re interested in working out why some spaces 

are better than others, you might consider taking a 

psychogeographic approach. Psychogeography examines 

the effects of the geographical environment on the emotions 

and behaviour of the people who experience it, and is largely 

dependent on you having no particular purpose to your journey, 

so you are free (potentially) to have any experience at all 

along the way. Now, most of us don’t have a lot of time to be 

purposeless, but 

we should be able 

to carve out some 

time when we’re not 

‘doing’ and where 

we can just ‘be’ – or 

at the very least to 

stray off the path for 

a short amount of 

time on our way to 

the next appointment. 

British author 

Robert Macfarlane 

provides his recipe 

in A Road of One’s 

Own: ‘Unfold a street 

map of London, 

place a glass, rim 

down anywhere on 

the map, and draw 

round its edge. Pick 

up the map, go out 

into the city, and walk the circle, keeping as close as you can 

to the curve.  Record the experience as you go, in whatever 

medium you favour. Catch the textual run-off of the streets; 

the graffiti, the branded litter, the snatches of conversation… 

Be alert to the happenstance of metaphors, watch for visual 

rhymes, coincidences, analogies, family resemblances, the 

changing moods of the street. Complete the circle, and the 

record ends.  Walking makes for contemplation, footage for 

footage.’ It’s literally ground-truthing an area to find out how 

things actually are, rather than how you imagine they might be; 

taking mental (preferably) or physical (if you must) snapshots 

as you go. It involves complete immersion in the environment 

with all your senses heightened, and there’s every reason to 

The Perennial Border at the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria Melbourne Gardens (pictured here in March) holds a 
lot of appeal over much of the year.     Photo:Sue Murphy.

learning 
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apply this approach to the green spaces you find yourself in, 

including thinking about how the plants are contributing to your 

experience. 

The NYC-based Bureau of Unknown Destinations1 provides 

a (somewhat prescriptive) set of suggestions as part of its 

‘Psychogeographic Destination Kit’ to help guide your next 

visit. Aimed predominantly at the hipster market (I guess), the 

authors of the downloadable, foldable one-page mini notebook2 

provide a simple means to record your experiences – which 

you may like to send back to the Bureau, for inclusion in their 

archives. The Bureau’s view is that ‘The unknown is everywhere 

intertwined with the known; to see it, we only need break 

our own habits. Take a wrong turning one day. Navigate by 

mismatched maps. Get on a train without knowing where you’ll 

end up.’ To this I would add – turn off your devices. For the 

psychogeographical artist, the contemporaneous recording 

of the experience is essential – but it’s my belief that you will 

have a fuller experience, which will remain embedded in your 

memory if you’re not distracted with running the equipment. I 

didn’t realise it at the time, but I was a junior psychogeographer, 

navigating lanes and occasional vacant blocks (back then, well 

and truly sans devices) on my way to and from school. I can still 

take some of those mental journeys to this day – and I bet many 

people reading this article can recreate some of the journeys 

they took through past landscapes too. 

So to return this piece to where it set out, what landscapes 

do you love? Next time you’re passing through a familiar or 

favourite space, consider taking a psychogeographic approach, 

immerse yourself in it, and focus on what is in it that you value. 

What are our expectations of designed landscapes in the 

public realm? Are we being realistic about what they can 

deliver? These landscapes are expected to fulfill a variety of 

purposes for a broad range of users. You might think of our 

public open spaces as sites for plant conservation, or to build 

appreciation of particular groups of plants – the Melbourne and 

Cranbourne Botanic Gardens are key examples of this on a huge 

scale, with 170,000 plants at Cranbourne, and more than 50,000 

plants covering 10,000 species in the Melbourne Gardens3. They 

might be heritage landscapes – again, our metropolitan and 

regional botanic gardens fulfill this role, with another key inner-city 

example being the Exhibition Buildings and Carlton Gardens – a 

UNESCO-listed World Heritage Site.  

Our suburban public landscapes (aka parks and reserves) 

are places for active and passive recreation, with plantings 

dominated by mown turf and trees. As our population grows 

– and the lowest projections from the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics for Australia over the 25 years to 2041, suggest an 

increase of 7 million people, most of it in capital cities4 – it’s 

inevitable that the pressure on our existing green spaces will 

increase. Unless – as some forward-thinking inner-Melbourne 

councils are already doing – we begin a deliberate program 

of reserving areas for public open space now, we will see 

a per capita shrinking of green space, with existing spaces 

supporting more intensive use by a larger number of people.  

The underlying expectation will remain that these spaces can 

accommodate the requirements of a broad range of users.  

It’s great to see so many people using public parks across so 

much of the day, with personal training sessions and group 

fitness activities starting early and finishing late, in addition to 

the traditional team sports training sessions and matches we’ve 

always seen. However, sports and fitness users aren’t the only 

people who need these spaces, and the professionals working 

to plan, design, manage and plant our open spaces need to 

understand this. If you’re living in a small apartment without a 

garden (as many of us will be before long), you’ll probably look 

to the local park to provide some colour and beauty, and we 

need to factor that into our future landscape designs.  

What can you do about it? Well, it’s actually never been 

easier to get involved in consultation, discussion and decision-

making with your local community and council about the 

nature of vegetation in your area, whether it be choices about 

street trees, or planning for the provision and format of new 

community gardens. Talk to your local council to find out how 

they’re planning to support the need for green space with an 

influx of residents over the coming decade. 

I’m writing this piece in the year that the Burnley Campus 

launches its celebration of 125 years of continuous teaching of 

horticulture. This is a major achievement for my institution, but 

it’s also a trigger for my colleagues and me to think about how 

our horticultural teaching practices relate to real-world design 

and management of landscapes, particularly those publicly-

accessible spaces that are shared by an increasing number of 

users with diverse needs and expectations. 

We can’t do this alone, and nor should we. I believe we all 

have a responsibility to look at the landscapes we make and 

spend time in, to think about what they’re achieving and how we 

can all play a role as stewards of these spaces into the future. 

And if you find yourself having a psychogeographic moment in 

a landscape and you realise the designers and managers are 

doing an awesome job – tell them! 

 Dr sue Murphy 

the University of Melbourne, Burnley campus

Footnotes:

1. See http://unknowndestinations.org

2. See http://unknowndestinations.org/files/destination_kit_1_0.pdf 

3. See http://www.rbg.vic.gov.au/plants-and-landscapes 

4. Australian Bureau of Statistics, 3222.0 - Population Projections, Australia, 

2012 (base) to 2101; release date 26/11/2013; viewed 12 March 2016,  

http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/ 

3222.0Main+features32012%20(base)%20to%202101

to look
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the Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne Inc.

was formed to stimulate further interest in the Gardens 

and the national Herbarium and to support and assist 

them whenever possible.

Patron 
The Honourable  
Linda Dessau AO 
Governor of Victoria

President
Sally Hirst

Vice-President
Andrew Brookes

Secretary
Adnan Mansour

Treasurer
Mark Anderson

Immediate Past 

President
Cathy Trinca

Council
Professor Tim Entwisle
Dr Richard Kirsner
Lynsey Poore
Jan Rosenberg
Richard Smith
Mary Ward
Robert Wright

CONVENERS

Botanical Illustrators
Joanna Brownell

Events
Robyn Robins

Growing Friends
Michael Hare

Information Technology 

Dr Richard Kirsner

Membership & Marketing

Lee Tregloan

Plant Craft Cottage 
Phyl Knaggs 

Heather Schroeder

Volunteers
Jacqui Hawkins

Friends’ Trust Fund
Maurice Castro
Peter Griffin
Peter Kelly
Janet Thomson OAM

september

1 Bus trip – Point Lonsdale 

2 Friday Plant Sale – 8 am to 1 pm

16 Talking Plants – Roses p6

17 Beginners’ Workshop – Dianne Emery p12

18 PCC Sunday Open Day 10 am to 3 pm p10

21 Cyanotype Workshop – Christine Johnson p12

22 Perry Lethlean talk p6

26 A Journey through Pen and Ink – Pauline Dewar p12

october

4 Fit Friends’ Ramble – Melbourne University p6

8 Term 4 Classes commence p12

14 TABI Opening Night  p7

16 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm p10

19 New Members’ Welcome p7

22 Spring Plant Sale – 10 am to 4 pm p9

23 Spring Plant Sale – 10 am to 3 pm p9

24  TABI Guided Tour p7

november

4 Friday Plant Sale – 8 am to 1 pm p9

19  Christmas Candle-Nest Workshop  p8

20 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm p12

21 Friends’ Annual General Meeting p3

23 Illustrated talk – Stephen Hopper  p8

December

9 Nursery Visit – 10.30 am                                            p8

15 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm                  p12

The Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne, Inc. complies with the 

Australian Privacy Principles for the collection and use of personal information.
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